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INTRODUCTION
]fossil

plant

remains of Upper Cretaceo'J.S age are abundant in

the Blackhawk Formation of Central
with several

unde_rtaken.

ecological
collected

or discussions

The present

investigation

are associated

of the plants

have been pre-

associated

from the Blackhawk Formation

in Salina

plant material

Canyon, Utah.
from the Blackhawk

at Brigham Young University,

Brigham Young University

Geology Museum numbers are cited

The Blackhawk Formation

The fossil

formation

central

and eastern

of the marine and non-marine

verde Group, and consists

this

of several

as BYU

plant

in Salina

collections

Fish Lake Plateau

on steep hillsides,

Utah.

was

It comprises

of sandstone,

were made from exposures

Canyon, an east-west

trending

shale,
of

canyon located

and the north

end of the

1).

(text-fig.

All the plant

flora

sequence of the Mesa-

hundred feet

between the south end of the Wasatch Plateau

sites

The

and Area

from which the described

is exposed throughout

the middle portion

and coal.

Provo, Utah.

the discussion.
Location

collected

and paleo-

with these coals,

Formation are ·on deposit

following

in the coals,

study is a reconnaissance

of a flora

Type specimens of fossil

These fossils

the economic interest

coal seams, but despite

no taxonomic descriptions
viously

Utah.

fossils

collected

for this

study came from three

approximately

17 miles

east

.1

of the community

2

1.~-

• Saltloke
City

20ml.

WASATCH
PLATEAU

SAN RAFAEL
SWELL

FISH

LAKE

PLATEAU

Figure

1.--Index

map of collecting

locality.

3
of Salina,

on Utah State

Highway 4 (text-fig.
Previous

1).

Work

The Blackhawk Formation was _proposed by Spieker
(1925) for the coal-bearing
They applied

this

on the eastern
part

slope of the Wasatch Plateau.

by

Spieker

and Pashley

include

studies

on origins

(1956).

rocks

mine bumps (Osterwald

1928; Hill,

in Sevier

County (Maurer,

and South Flat

Formations

in the Book Cliffs

1966),

have been studied

of the coal fields

1966),

correlation

of pollen

(Hays, 1960), Cretaceous
(Young, 1955; Fisher,

(Spieker

in the Gunnison Plateau
floras

to this

investigation

1900); the flora

forma-

Erdman, and Reeside,
{Thomas, 1960).

of comparable age to this

from the Western United States.

of the Montana Formation

Utah (Knowlton,

of Utah

in the Blackhawk

and Tertiary

are studies

of the Dakota Group, in Kansas and Nebraska (Lesquereux,
flora

stratigraphy

1931; Maurer, 1966), review of coal deposits

major Upper Cretaceous

related

(Richardson,

(Abbott and Liscomb, 1956; Young, 1966), coal

1960), the Blackhawk Formation
Several

of the Blackhawk

of the coals

1966), distribution

1928; Spieker,

more closely

Spieker and Baker (1928),

Other studies

and composition

have been measured

and Dunrud, 1956, 1966), economic aspects

and Baker,

flora

(1925),

comprises

and the Book Cliffs.

of the formation

and Sprunk, 1937; Gray and Schapiro,

of the coal-bearing

coal (Clark,

parts

and Raeside

(1944),

This formation

of the Wasatch Plateau

from various

Duncan

1909; Thiessen

Utah.

name to a sequence of rocks near the Blackhawk mine

Sections

tions

beds of the Mesaverde Group in central

of the main escarpment

and reported

and Raeside

Some of these
of:

The flora

1892);

the

(now Mesaverde Group) in Wyoming and
of the Vermenjo and Raton Formations

in

4
Colorado and New Mexico (Knowlton, 1917a); the flora
Formation in Wyoming (Knowlton, 1917b); the flora
associated

Formations

Fox Hills
(Dorf,

and Lower Medicine Bow Formations

1942); the flora

was studied

by

from several

in Wyoming and Colorado
1942);

Rocky Mountain and Great Plain

Brown (1962).
taxonomic study of an Upper Cretaceous

fro~ Utah was written

gation

of the

of the Lance Formation in Wyoming (Dorf,

The only descriptive
Flora

of the Denver and

in Colorado (Knowlton, 1930); the flora

also a Paleocene Flora
states

of the Frontier

by Knowlton (1900),

as part

of the Montana Formation near Coalville,

of an investi--

in the northern

part

of

the state.
Paleoecological
Western United States
discussions
plants

briefly

possibly

evidences

studies

on Cretaceous

have rarely

fossil

been undertaken.

mention general

climatic

Dorf, 1942; and Bell,

in detail

of the

Most fossil

conditions

grew; however, a few investigators

of environments

floras

floral

under which the

have studied

past

(Chaney, 1924, 1933; Knowlton, 1930;

1957).

GEOLOGY
In Central
mately 1700 feet
sandstone,

Utah, the Blackhawk Formation consists
of predominantly

carbonaceous

(Young, 1966).

Several

siltstone

and shale,

littoral

and lagoonal

and coal-bearing

rocks

coal seams have been exposed in road cuts and

steep banks in the eastern
has been mined in the past.
(Maurer,

buff-colored

of approxi-

portion

of the canyon, the thickest

At present,

of which

no mining is taking place

1966).
The Blackhawk Formation is part of the Mesaverde Group of marine

5
and non-marine
along_the

sed.iments,

deposited

in swamps, marshes,

western margin of a Cretaceous

sea (text--fig.

and lagoons
2).

-·- --

..L-

Solt Lake
City

•

MARSHES

HIGHLAND

.,
JC:.
Jt_-

SEA

---

·collecting
site

--L

•

H

IJ

7

::I:'

-.

---_L

Figure 2.--Map of Utah showing general location
marshes and sea during the Upper Cretaceous time.

of highland

METHODS
The fossils
and splitting

were collected

by digging

or prying out loose rocks

them along the bedding or along fracture

specimen was given a number, and a corresponding
the field

notebook,

with the date,

Identification
are no fossil
fossils
.leaves.

of the fossil

plant keys.

to photographs
Papers dealing

in

was difficult

of previously

with Upper Cretaceous

because there
by comparing the

studied

and Paleocene

areas were of particular

fossil
floras

else-

value in identifi-

of the components of the Blackhawk Flora.
Fossil

cuticle,

which often has the outline

cells,

was removed from several

cribed

by Dilcher

descriptions

(1963).

of five

Ginkgo laramiensis
costata

number was recorded

were determined

and descriptions

Each

and comments.

plants

The species

where in the Western States
cation

locality,

zones.

Lesquereux;

(?) Ward:
and~

specimens by using the technique

Epidermal features

species:

of the epidermal

Araucaria

lesguereuxii

. .6

were used to supplement

longifolia

Sequoia affinis

des-

(Lesq.)

Lesquereux;

Berry •

Brown;
Ficus plani-

FLORALCOMPOSITION
Plant
sist

fossils

mostly of compressions

material
flora

and cuticle

are described

with much of the original

being preserved.
in this

study.

Twenty-three

Many additional

ted at the same time from the same localities,
fied

as yet,

Canyon con-

in the Blackhawk Formation of Salina

and therefore,

carbonaceous
species

of the

species

were collec-

but have not been identi-

have not been included

in this• initial

study.
In this

investigation

common group of plants

dicotyledonous

(Table 1).

both palms, have been uncovered.
species,

with Sequoia affinis

collecting

areas.
In Salina

Flora

as determined

Lesquereux being very abundant

from numerous specimens,

Eolymorpha (Lesq.)
Watelet

angiosperms,

Gymnosperms were represented

Canyon, the dominant component plants
are:

Dryopnyllum subfalcatum

mens); Geonoml.tes imperiales

sezannense

Two monocotyledonous

are the most

Three fern genera have been collected,

quereux (60 specimens);

cladus

angiosperms

(12 specimens).

7

in the

but are rare.
in the Blackhawk

Sequoia affinis
Lesquereux

(Dawson) Bell (40 specimens);

Berry (25 specimens);

by four

Les-

(40 speciProtophyllo-

and Cinnamomu.m

8

Table 1
Floral

List and Number of Specimens of the Species

Species
Equisetales
Eguisetum sp.
Ferns

1

Osmunda hollickii
Allantodiopsis

Knowlton

2

erosa (Lesq.)

Saccoloma gardneri

(Lesq.)

Knowlton and Maxon

2

Knowlton

2

Gym.nospe;r-ms
Araucaria

longifolia

(Lesq.)

Brown

(?) Ward

Ginkgo laramiensis

Protoph,yllocladus
polymorphu.s (Lesq.)
Sequoia affinis Lesquereux
Angiosperms
Geonomites imperialis
Saba.lites

(Dawson) Bell

similis

Lesquereu:x:

Knowlton

25
60

40

Magnolia amphifolia

12
1

Bell

2

Lesquereux

1

Ficus planicostata

Lesquereu.x

Ficus puryearensis

var. elongata

M,yrtoph,yllum torreyi

(Lesq.)

(?) prewilcoxiana

Salix lesguereuxii
(Bell)

Berry
Brown

6
Berry

5

Dorf

Nymphaeites dawsonii (Rollick)

Trapa paulula

40

Heer

Menispermum dauricomoides
Ficus glasconea

2

7

Cinnamomumsezannense Watelet

Dalbergia

Berry

montanus (Knowlton) Dorf

Dryophyllu~ subfalcatum
Juglans

4
4

4

Dorf

2

Berry

1

6
1

PALEOCLIMATIC
CONDITIONS
AS INDICATEDBY THE BLACKHAWK
FLORA
There are two independent
paleoclimate
analysis

of late

with the nearest

leaf

features

requirements;
living

plants

living

species

relatives

climatic

were analogous
exist

(Dorf,

requirements

These are:

as compared with modern leaves

whose climatic
that

conditions

the climatic

to those conditions
1942).

the

(1) an

and (2) a comparison of fossil

This is based on the assumption
fossil

means of checking

Mesozoic and Cenozoic floras.

of dicotyledonous

of known climatic

paleobotanical

In support

species

are known.

requirements

of the

under which related
of these methods,

of a few genera of the Blackhawk Flora will

the
be

discussed.
Leaf Features
It was shown by Bailey

and Sinnott

the leaf margin in woody dicotyledonous
conditions.
increase

in percentage

tropics
perate

An examination

and a corresponding
regions.

plants

of living

of trees

forests

with entire

increase

Of the woody plants

that

in warm-temperate

gins.

live

in subtropical

90 per cent entire

leaf

margins.

their

study of modern floras

leaf

margins toward the
leaves

toward tem-

in modern cold temperate

leaf margins;

and tropical

and of the plants

climates

Bailey and Sinnott
could be useful

.9

of

a progressive

40 to 60 per cent have entire

that

that

Plants

the nature

is an index of climatic
indicate

that live

20 to 40 per cent have entire
zones,

that

in non-entire

climates,
live

(1915),

mar-

have 70 to

(1915) suggested

in determining

paleo-

io
climatic

conditions,

woody dicotyledons

~ince an analysis
would indicate

which the fossil

plants

Additional
leaf

existed

studies

morphology that

the general

leaf

climatic

margins of

conditions

under

when they were alive.

of extant

floras

indicate

other

could also be used in determining

conditions.

It has been noted that

nate leaves,

thick

leaves,

in lowland tropical

areas

and temperate

(Sinnott

areas

of the fossil

large

leaves,

of

past climatic

compound leaves,

and leaves with drip points
and decrease

features

pin-

are most abundant

proportionately

into

subtropical

1915; Chaney and Sandborn,

and Bailey,

1933).
Dripping

points,

long attenuated

found in many forms in areas
nected with the runoff
Several
living
(Bailey

plants

MacGinitie,

out that

any of the species

but that

hawk Flora have not been identified
the paleoclimate
separating
similarities.
dicotyledons,

In doing this,

features

of fossil

to indicate

climate

plants

the past

can be deduced without

1942). Since part of the Blackit is still

possible

"morphological
there appears

of the dicotyledonous

to determine

times,

species"

leaf

simply by

based on their

to be 41 species

28 of which have not been positively

An analysis

of

1915; Endo, 1932, 1934;

of the area during Upper Cretaceous

the specimens into

ancient

the identification

the paleoclimate

being known (Dorf,

features

1957).

for the morphological

conditions,

the foregoing

as an aid in determining

1937; Dorf, 1942; Bell,

is not necessary

and are presumably con-

1915; Sinnott and Bailey,

It has been pointed

climatic

have applied

floras

apex, are

(Ager, 1963).

of excess moisture

to fossil

at the leaf

of heavy rainfall

investigators

and Sinnott,

tips

of woody

identified.

features

of the Black-

11

hawk assemblage
flora

in Table 2 reveals

among certain
The large

number of entire-leaved

66 per cent,

figure

for modern subtropical

species

is near the lower limit
forest.

of Bailey

with entire

the Black-

species,

Lance, Medicine Bow, Laramie,

and Goshen floras.

Table 2 also shows that
thickness,

Woods and tropical

but is similar

but cooler

leaves.

Among

to the Weaverville,

the per cent of leaves

and the presence

intermediate

leaves

leaves,

Califor-

the Blackhawk is warmer than the Bridge Creek which

has •15 per cent entire-leaved

pinnate

and Sinnott's

of Panama which have 88 per cent entire

assemblages

Flora are all

in the Blackhawk

is much warmer_ than the Muir Woods of Northern

than the forests

the leaf

of this

Among modern floras,

nia with only 23 per cent of the species

fossil

nature

and modern floras.

other fossil

Flora,

hawk assemblage

the intermediate

of drip points

between the present

Panama forests.

should be pointed

over 10 cm. long,

in the Blackhawk

day cool-temperate

The abnormally

Muir

high occurrance

out, but no explanation

of

can be offered

at present.
In large

zones there may be localized

climatic

cooler

or dryer

higher

or lower per cent of leaves

Bailey,
that
leaves

1915).

than the surrounding

For instance,

are physiologically

cool uplands which possess

hawk Flora
transported

therefore,

with entire

margins (Sinnott

in cool-temperate

that

could have lived

area,

clima~es

leaves

in the cooleruplandareas
of deposition

there

climates

with non-entire

some of the non-entire

to the lower plain

are

and
are areas

per cent of entire

while in tropical

many plants

that

These areas may show a

dry which have a higher

than the surrounding

expected,

region.

areas

leaves.

there

are

It is

in the Blackto the west and

where they were buried

in

12
association
leaves

with lowland forms.

in the flora

but explains

the presence

Ginkgo laramiensis,

did not live

are not characteristic
of Sequoia affinis,

of leaf

morphology,

in a cool-temperate
in a climate

Araucaria

non-entire

longifolia,

in a cooler

the Blackhawk Flora

or tropical

intermediate

several

of the lowland flora,

which are thought to have lived

On the basis

have lived

that

rrhis not only places

climate,

climate.

distinctly

but appears

between warm-temperate

and

to

and sub-

tropical.
Table 2
Analysis

of Dicotyledonous Leaf Fea·Lures of the
Blackhawk and Other Floras*
s::
0

s:::

al

Q)

..-1

0

Q)

Flora

p..

Cl)

(,.,j

0

F-i

Q)

j:z;

...,
a,

.,-f

0

•r-1

s:::

..-1

F--t

tlO

s::
0

.
e

..,:i
Q)

...,
F--t

•r-1

0

+>

Q)

Q)

+>

Q)

8

>

+>

0

.....

......

P-t

f3
><
Q)
()

•r-1

N
•r-1

+>

s::
Q)
Cl)

Q)

s::

J::

0

.....

Q)

rl

0
P-t

P.

.,-f

.s:::

•r-1
Cl)

A

8

Bridge Creek (Fossil)

20

15

30

10

55

80

10

Muir Woods (Modern)

22

23

11

9

36

47

77
60

64

Weaverville

27
60

81

49

Lance (Fossil)

46

41

Blackhawk (Fossil)

41

54
66

41

54
85

57
67
61

88

34

Medicine Bow (Fossil)

42

67

45

60

71

83

48

Laramie (Fossil)

55

71

45

49
41

73
98

87
88

18

Goshen (Fossil)

64
82
83

98

85

(Fossil)

Panama .(Modern)

*

Modified after

Dorf (1942)0

61
88

53
56

47
76

13
Modern Correlatives
Environmental

conditions

comparing the fossil
relatives,

living

species

of the Blackhawk Flora with their

assuming that

the past conditions

(Dorf,

Table 3 indicates
which are considered
species

entirely

most closely

of this

cool-temperate

temperate

56 per cent,
conditions,

table

were similar

relatives
on the flora

to

thrive.

This

as a whole

to Blackhawk species.

that

the flora

is neither

Moreover, the plants

latitudes

that do

are also found in the warm-

Table 3 also indicates

of the modern correlatives
and 8, or 35 per cent,

Fossil

have been omitted.

indicate

climates.

never exist

of the plants

13, or

that

under cool-temperate

do not grow under tro-

conditions.
Figure 3 is a graphic

the majority

tropical

of the modern species

climates.

The presence

of several

and modern correlations.
and Sabalites

in modern distribution.

Plant Species

fossil

plant

inferences

Most convincing
montanus.

and sub-

of the Blackhawk Flora belong

or suotropical

Fossil

adds weight to the climatic

imperialis

occur in warm-temperate

The dominant species

Individual

of Table 3, indicating

representation

to genera which are warm-temperate

Flora

nearest

of modern genera or families

related

or tropical.

and subtropical

py

1942).

the distribution

occur in the cool and tropical

that

living

that have no known correlatives
The totals

pical

of their

only when emphasis is placed

and not upon individuals

Species

of the past may also be estimated

those under which the majority
method is useful

of the Fossil

species

in the Blackhawk

based upon leaf

characters

are the two palms, Geonomites

In the living

floras,

palms are

Seguoia

Ph;y:llocladus

Protoph.yllocladus

Seguoia affinis

Ginkgo

Ginkgo laramiensis

polimorphus

Araucaria

Araucaria

longifolia

Saccoloma

Saccoloma gardneri

Bell 1957
p. 35

Dorf 1942
P• 102

Fowells 1965
P• 650

X

X

Dorf 1942
p. 29
Willis 1960
P• 508

X

Dorf 1942
p. 102

X

X
X

X

X

X

SubTrop

Knowlton 1930
p. 26
X

X

X

Warm
Temp

X

X

Cool
Temp

Knowlton 1930
P• 24

Allantodia

Allantodiopsis

erosa

Willis 1960
p. 475

Osmunda

Reference to
Climate

Osmunda hollickii

Reference to
Correlations

Plants

Willis 1960
P• 246

Modern
Correlatives

of Fossil

Equisetum

Species

of Modern Correlatives

Eguisetum sp.

Fossil

Distribution

Table 3

X

X

X

X

X

Trop

I-'

.;:,..

•

X
X

Dorf 1942
P• 29
Dorf 1942
P• 29

Dorf 1942
P• 29

Quercus
Juglans

Juglans

X

Dorf 1942
p. 29
Dorf 1942
p. 29
Ficus

Ficus Elanicostata

X

Dorf 1942
P• 29

Dorf 1942
P• 29

Ficus glasconea

Ficus

X

:x

Menispermaceae

MenisEermum dauricomoides

Dorf 1942
p. 29

X
X

Dorf 1942
P• 29

Magnolia

MaB'!!olia amEifolia

Bell 1957
P• 46

X

Dorf 1942
p. 102

Cinnamomum

X

X

X

X

Warm
Temp

Cinnamomumsezannense

similis

montanus

D!:!OEhtllum subfalcatum

.

Dorf 1942
p. 102

Cool
Temp

Dorf 1942
P• 102

Corner 1966
P• 229

Reference to
Climate

Sabaleae

Reference to
Correlations

Plants

Sabalities

Modern
Correlatives

of Fossil

Palmae

Species

of Modern Correlatives

Geonomites imEerialis

Fossil

Distribution

Table ,--Continued

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

SubTrop

.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Trop

I-'

IJ1

Onagraceae

Trapa paulula

Willis 1960 .
P• 656

X

Fowells 1965
P• 649

-Salix

Salix lesguereuxii

(?) prewilcoxiana

20

Totals

10

X

X

Willis 1960
P• 656

X

X

Dalbergia

Dalbergia

Willis 1960
P• 205

Willis 1960
P• 205

X

Dorf 1942
P• 29

Dorf 1942
P• 29

Nymphaceae

X

Nymphaeites dawsoni

var.
Willis 1960
P• 441

Ficus puryearensis

X

Warm
Temp

Willis 1960
P• 441

Cool
Temp

Myrtaceae

Reference to
Climate

MyrtoE_nyllum torreyi

Reference to
Correlations

Plants

Dorf 1942
P• 29

elongata

Modern
Conelatives

of Fossil

Dorf 1942
P• 29

Species

of Modern Correlatives

Ficus

Fossil

Distribution

Table 3--Continued

20

X

X

X •

X

X

X

SubTrop

15

X

X

X

Trop

,_,
,•o-;.

17

. 87%

87%

67%

44%

COOL
TEMPERATE

Figure 3.--Prefered
Blackhawk 1''lora.
usually

tropical

representatives
Coast,

California,

southern

in distribution.

leaves

Europe,

in certain

sandstone

Saccoloma gardneri.
Allantodia,
(Knowlton,

Asia.

horizons

The accumulation
indicates

Allantodiopsis

A. erosa

is closely

related

which is confined

to eastern

China, Ma.laysia,

1930).

2• gardneri

of the Atlantic

near the fluctuating

are the ferns

of the

Their most northerly
lowlands

and southern

must have been a dominant plant
plants

TROPICAL

of the modern correlatives

range only into warm-temperate

Other tropical

elegans,

climate

and subtropical

of G. imperialis
species

SUBTROPICAL

WARM
TEMPERATE

this
shoreline.

erosa and

to the monotypic genus

looks very much like

and Polynesia

the extant

2•

found only in South America, 20 degrees north and south of the

18
equator.
The occurrence
fresh

water plants,

of Nymphaeites dawson:iiand Trapa paulula,

suggests

the presence

(1954) points out that these plants
moving or quiet

body of water,

of shallow

are reliable

water.

Mahable

indicators

but they are not reliable

both

of a slowly
indicators

of

paleoclimate.
Abundance of Sequoia affinis
of the Salina

Canyon collecting

have formed very dense forests
(Chaney,

1924). These fossils

have been transported
tropical

in nature,

very far,

in virtually

sites

indicates

near the site

that well-d,rained

sites.

Additional

species

whose modern relatives

to this

These are Gink:&2_laramiensis,

favor

In summary, an analysis
modern correlatives,
the general

of leaf

environment

climate.

must

to

are not

areas,

it

is

near the deposition
of other fossil

similar

to Sequoia.

longifolia.
Conditions

features,

and absence of excluEively
of the Blackhawk: Flora

been oneAof humid lowland conditions
tropical

existed

conditions

Summary of Paleoclimatic

trees

or lagoonal

is the presence

and Araucaria

species

and do not appear

Since these

paludal
areas

this

horizon

where they were deposited

if at all.

highground

support

that

are well preserved

nor do they favor

evident

every fossil

distribution
cool-temperate
is interpreted

under a warm-temperate

of
genera,
to have
to sub-

,I

SUMMARY

Abundant plant

fossils

have been collected

-

ceous Blackhawk Formation near Salina,
ted with several

coal horizons

economic significance;
study of the plants
of angiosperms,

has been undertaken.

and shales

are Sequoia affinis,

rialis,

Protoph,ylJ.ocladus
Climatic

plants.

Modern woody plants

leaf

leaves

mostly non-entire

and tropical

The nearest

live

and subtropical

of the fossil
are mostly large,

margins and drip points.
change, until

exhibit

These tro-

the cool-temperate
palmate leaves
The leaves

characteristics

which are
of -woody

midway between

and are similar

to floras

living

areas.

relatives
climates.

t.hat the Blackhawk Flora lived

The dominant

Geonomites impe-

in the tropics

climates,

or subtropical
living

have been collected

relatives

and seldom have drip points.

in warm-temperate

climate.

is composed mostly

were deduced by studying

often compound, often

in the Blackhawk Flora

cool-temperate

temperate

that

progressively

smaller,

flora

of living

leaves with entire

features

exhibit

species

The flora

and Cinnamomumsezennese.

polymorphus,
of this

of their

taxonomic or paleoecological

Dryophyllum subfalcatum,

conditions

are associa-

because

of the Blackhawk Formation.

and the distribution

simply pinnate
pical

which have been studied

however, no previous

plants

features

These plants

but four gymnosperms and three ferns

in the sandstones

leaf

Utah.

from the Upper Greta--

of the Blackhawk Flora
These floral

in a warm-temperate

19

features

favor warmalso

indicate

or a subtrop_ical

SYSTEMATIC
PALEOBOTANY
Subdivision

Sphenopsida

Equisetaceae
Eguisetum sp.
Pl. 1, fig.

1

Discussion.

--Remains of Eguisetum in the Blackhawk 1'lora

of several

sterile

and jointed
leaves
Eigured

1

aerial

shoots.

stems is not possible

or stroboli

Specific
at this

identification

include

portioos_:

of the ribbed

time since no rhizomes,

tuber~

have been collected.

Specimen.--BYU 1513.
Subdivision

Pteropsida

Class Filicinae
Polydodiaceae
(Lesquereux)

Allantodiopsis

5, 6, 9

Pl. 1, figs.

1930 Allantodiopsis
Geol. Survey Prof.

.1957 Allantodiopsis

erosa (Lesq.)

Knowlton and Maxon, Knowlton--U.

s.

Paper 155, p. 24, pl. 4, 5•
erosa (Lesq.)

Canada, Mem. 293, p. 21, pl.

1962 Allantodiopsis
Geol. Survey Prof.

Knowlt.:m and Maxon

Knowlton and Maxon, Bell--Geol.

3, figs.
(Lesq.)

3, 6, 9.

Knowlton and Maxon, Brown--U. S.

Paper 375, p. 41, pl.

Discussion.--Specimens
hawk Formation of Salina

Sur~,

of Allantodiopsis
Canyon are large,
. 20

5, figs.

13-16.

collected
at least

from the Black-

7 cm. long and 3 cm•

21

wide.
rate

The leaves
margin.

are broad,

linear

or oblong-lanceolate,

The midvein is thick

with the secondaries

at 50 to 80 degrees,

often dividing

with a serarising

once near the margin,

acutely

and never

anastomosing.
Bell (1957) in describing
of!•

erosa mentions

this

both sessile

species

and pedicellate

as characteristically

apex, a cuneate base and a serrate

pinnules

having an acute

margin, becoming entire

near the

base.
Brown (1962) describes
elliptic,

astride

the distal

on fertile

pinna as large

and

branch of a secondary vein midway between

the midvein and the margin.
present

the sori

No fertile

pinna have been fou.~d in the

collection.
Complete fronds

in discussing

this

of this

species

fern are u.'1known, but Knowlton (1930)

states:

From a study of all the material now available,
it becomes apparent
that we are dealing with a fern that possessed a large, simply pinnate frond with alternate
or subopposite coriaceous pinnules, which
are broad, linear,
or oblong-lanceolate
in outline (10 to 16 to 18
centimeters
long and 3 to 3.5 centimeters broad), with an abruptly
rounded and unequal-sided
base on an acuminate or taper pointed
apex.
It should be mentioned that
(Lesq.)

Knowlton and Maxon, and Saccoloma gardneri

are similar

and often appear together

cene Floras

of the Western

verde Flora.
secondary

!•

veins

are smaller

u.

S.

of 2• gardneri

and have smaller

They are also

Specimen.--BYU 1514.

that

often anastomose.
marginal

(Lesq.)

Knowlton,

in the Upper Cretaceous

erosa has secondary veins

gardneri.
Figured

the pinnae of Allantodiopsis

serrations

together

and Paleo-

in the Mesa-

never anastomose while
Pinnae of A.~
than those of S.

22
Saccoloma gardneri

Saccoloma gardneri

1957

(Lesq.)

3, figs.

Paper 155, P• 26, pl.

Sac,coloma gardneri

Mem 293, p. 20, pl.

Saccoloma gardneri

Prof.

Paper

375, p. 43,

Description.--Pinnules
ceolate,

thin.
1 cm.

teeth,

thickened,

3-8.
Knowlton, Bell--Geol.

(Lesq.)

5,

pl.

or thicker

decurrent

anastomosing.

see plate

Secondary veins

1, fig.

in delta

to be simply pinnate,

probably

with entire

forking

Margin greatly

at 30 to 40

once or twice,
at the margin,

shape at the distal

fern described

most

end of each

on a very large

by Knowlton (1930) appear
frond,

the pinnae being

He collected

some

margins.

The very thick margin on these pinnules
the exact anatomical

between

Midvein stout,

divergent

at the apex and rounded at the base.

feature

could possibly

be a marginal

in many ferns;

however,

that

is interesting

makes it so thick

vein or a continuous

the most logical

pinna and the sari

the margin,

distance

11.
of this

fertile

3 cm. wide, lan-

than secondary veins.

to the midvein,

Discussion.--Specimens

pinnules

to serrate,

Secondary veins terminate

or spreading

Canada,

12, 13.

figs.

fragment is 8 cm. long,

Margin deeply undulate

slightly

accuminate

6,

fig~ 19; pl.

Near middle of pinna to 0.5 cm. near apex.

often flaring
vein,

Surv.,

Knowlton, Brown--U. S. Geol. Survey

with one or two grooves in it.

generally

S. Geol. Survey Prof.

6, 8.

large,

as thick

degrees,

Knowlton

8, 10, 11

Knowlton--U.

(Lesq.)

1, figs.

1962

7,

1, figs.

Pl.
1930

(Lesquereux)

is unknown.

Several

explanation

authors,

It

bundle of fibers,
is that

which are produced very close

are in a young stage.

because

it is a

together

including

as

along

Brown

23
(1962),

Bell (1958),

border

probably

marginal
figure

10 illustrates

border

exists,

the coal~scent

representing

indusia 'or living

It has definite
ginal

and Knowlton (1930) have described

therefore,

sori,

the sori

the Salina

and indusia

Plate

1,

taken from Knowlton (193,,0).
a much thicker

mar-

The possibility

Canyon pinnules

are immature, and

have not developed

Further

sterile

pinnae and the lack of secondary

Figured

to the

Canyon specimens.

width.

the margin,

pvidence

pinna,

but they represent

than do the Salina

however, that

very similar

Saccoloma elegans Bower (1926).

a mature fertile

marginal

indusia

the thickened

to their

is the lack of conspicuous

thickenings

veins that

as does the specimen being discussed

maximum
of the

spread or flare

at

(Brown, 1962).

Specimen.--BYU 1515.
0smu.ndaceae
0smunda hollickii

1, figs.

Pl.

1917

0smunda hollickii

Knowlton--U.

P• 246-247, pl. 30, fig.
Discussion.--This
The main rachis
ceolate,

fern

cut at the base,

is small,

No fertile

undulate

delicate
opposite

pinnae.

of this

The pinnule

twice forked,

Specimens.--BYU 151~, 1516.

near the apex.

of a thick

midvein

once ne~r the margin.

the outline

twice pinnate

are lan-

margin is deeply

and entire

fern have been collected

frond is unknown but it is at least

twice pinnate.

The pinnules

are well marked, consisting

Knowlton (1930, p. 242) says that

Figured

and at least

in the mid portion,

veins which are usuaily
pinnules

Paper 101,

Geol. Survey Prof.

and free at the base.

The veins in the pinnules
and lateral

s.

2-4

6.

bears deltoid,

alternate,

Knowlton

in Salina

Canyon.

of the whole

and deltoid

in shape.

24
Class Gymnospermae
Araucariaceae
\

Araucaria

longifolia

(Lesquereux)

Pl. 2, figs.
1878

Sequoia longifolia

Ann. Rept.

7, figs.

(1874),

1942 Araucarites
P• 130, pl.

longifolia

4, fig.

375, p. 48, pl.

13, figs.

Discussion.--Needles

(Lesq.)

Stoma are equally

extant

are recurved,

lanceolate,

is expanded and decurrent

Cuticle

obtained

Paper

spaced and diffused
cells

divide

pointed,

so that when it
Stem thick-

from the leaves

to modern Araucaria

excelsa

(Lamb.) R. Br.

in the epidermis.

the epidermis

shows

Several

verti-

into rows as in the

Araucaria.
Brown (1962) found several

rhomb.ic scales,
the deciduous
concluded
Neither

V/ash. Pub. 508,

1.

grooved scar remains on the stem.

similar

cal bands of elongate

Inst.

Brown--U. S. Geol. Survey Prof.

species

from 2 to 10 cm.
features

7, 79, pl.

1-7•

1-2 cm. long. Base of needle

epidermal

Dorf--Carnegie

5, fig.

(Lesq.)

of this

a deep, obvate,

Geol. Surv. Terr.,

28, 29.

12, 13; pl.

longifolia

ness varies

S. Geol. and Geog. Surv. Terr.,

298, 1876; Rept. U.S.

1962 Araucaria

falls,

1, 2, 4

Lesquereu.x--U.

14, 14a; pl. 61, figs.

Brown

that

cones 6 to 8 cm. wide, made up of

attached

to araucaria-like

cone scales

were collected

the cones and scales

cones nor scales

foliage.

An abundance of

by Dorf (1942).

were similar

have been collected

Both authors

to the Araucariaceae.

from the Salina

Canyon

exposures.
Herbarium specimens of the available
Dorf (1942) who concluded that

fossil

conifers

were studied

by

specimens from the Lance Formation

25
of Wyoming resembled most closely

the living

he put them in the genus Araucarities.
similar

Previously,

to his specimens were referred

hamities,

Araucariaceae;

and Da.rnmaria, many species

therefore,

fossil

to as Sequoia,

plant

Geinitzia,

of which he put into

remains
Cunning-

synnonomy with

Araucarities.
Since Dorf's

of specimens from the Paleocene Fort Union ]formation,

features
because

stoma arrangement

referred
ties

work, Brown (1962) was able to study epidermal

his specimens to this

plus Seguoiites,
The present

Araucaria

excelsa

Young University,
rian,
living

closely

Abietites,
author

resembled

genus.

the living

and

Araucaria,

he

He then placed Dorf 1 s Araucari-

Torreya,

and Torreyite~

compared Salina

in synonymy.

Canyon specimens with

(Lamb.) R. Br. growing in the greenhouse

at Brigham

and has little

are arauca-

since features

doubt that

of the foliage

these fossils

and epidermis

closely

resemble

the

plants.

Figured

Specimens.--BYlJ 1518, 1519, 1520, 1521.
Ginkgoaceae

(?) Ward

Ginkgo laramiensis

Pl. 3, fig.

8; pl.

4, figs.

495, fig.

7, June 19, 1885.

1885

Ginkgo laramiensis

Ward--Science

1887

Ginkgo lararniensis

Ward--U. S. Geol. Survey Bull.

Description.--Leaves

obdeltoid

in length,

4 cm. wide.

apex into

two or three

"petiole".

or cuneate

Margin entire
lobes.

Venation parallel,

V, p.

1, 2

in general

laterally,

Blade cuneate
dicotomous,

all

37, p. 117.

outline,

5 to 7 cm.

deeply dissected
at base,

forming a thick

veins being of equal

importance.
Discussion.--The

leaves

of G. laramiensis

at

are usually

entire

or

26
shallowly

lobed;

but rather,

found in many Jurassic
The general

evolution

becoming entire

reniform

entire

to determine
variety

of the Ginkgo leaf,
and multiple

or shallowly

or bilobed

in this

characteristics

cialize
leaf

{

these leaf

on one tree.

ing classification
ted species

species,

undivided

ceous strata
leaves

••• "

or given trees

may

may spe-

stage may produce
the follow-

for the deeply dissecfor the less

dissected
or bilobed

groupings

of necessity.

He concluded,

"Certainly

practice

that

for example to identify

Ginkgo leaves wherever found, whether
or even on the living

Ginkgo leaves,

tree as

to the above example.

Q. laramiensis

to as Q. digatata,
that

Specimens.--BYU 1522, 1523, 1524.

resemble

in Meso-

Q. laramiensis!"
Deeply divided

whether found in Jurassic

should not be referred

on a Cretaceous

out,

Linnaeus,

He then presents

Q. digatata

digatata.
Figured

tree,

points

for the entire

The problem at hand is similar
multiple-lobed

to

Q. adiantoides

cuneate

zoic or Cenozoic strata,

Mesozoic,

and

Mesozoic,

less harm, if any, is done by this
simple,

Ginkgo biloba

of the early Mesozoic, Q. laramiensis

but represent

Meso-

It is very difficult

of Ginkgo that

ancestors

for the Ginkgos:

forms of the late

in the late

Brown further

species,

forms on a single

in its

to Brown

phylogeny because of the great

in any stage in the history

forms occurring

according

in the Cenozoic.

"As is well known, the only living
produce all

leaves

lobes in the early

lobed leaves

leaves

Ginkgo species

of leaf

G. digatata

Floras.

one of deeply dissected

(1962).is
zoic,

they look very much like

and

or Upper Cretabut may represent

the ancestral

Q.
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.Taxodiaceae
Sequoia affinis
1876

Sequoia affinis

Bull.

1, p. 384.

1930

Sequoia affinis

Paper

155, P•

1950

Sequoia affinis

Lesquereux--U.

Lesquereux
S. Geol. and Geog. Survey Terr.

Lesquereux,

Knowlton--U.

S. Geol. Survey Prof.

Lesquereux,

Chaney--Trans.

33.
Am. Phil.

Society

40,

P• 231.

Discussion.--In
384) says,

his description

"Branches long,

oblong,

imbricated

slightly

reflered

in the leaves

scale-like

species,

pinnately

or longer,

Lesquereu.x (1876, p.

branching;

leaves

lanceolate-acute,

of this

Chaney (1950, p. 231) describes
species,

from flattened

short,

erect

Knowlton ( 1930, p. 33) mentions a fairly

ant midvein in the leaves.
tion

slender,

and obtuse,
••• "

of this

or
promin-

the varia-

needle-like

leaves

ones.
Lesquereux (1876, p. 384) and Chaney (1950, p. 23) discuss

male and female cones of Sequoia affinis.

The resemblance
Sequoia sempervirens

rities

that

these

of Sequoia affinis

has been pointed
two species

between the fossil

of the epidermal

cells

in

of epidermal

of the fossil,
are similar

cells

especially
to cells

to the living

redwood,

out by Chaney (1950, p. 232).

may be conspecific.

Additional

and modern redwoods was revealed

of each species.

removed and the impressions
strips

No cones were collected

the

Canyon sites.

the Salina

suggests

to

Cuticle

of the epidermal
from living

of the modern plant

cells
(pl.

in the study
was

were compared with

Sequoia sempervirens.

the subsidiary

simila-

of Sequoia affinis

cells

He

The cells

of the sunken stomata

3, figs.

1-3).
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Fragments of this
all

the species

Figured

species

have been found in association

thus far collected

with

in the Blackhawk Flora.

Specimens.--BYU 1525, 1526, 1527, 1528, 1529, 1530.
Incertae
Protophyllocladus

polymorphus (Lesq.)

Pl.

1957 Protopnyllocladus

sedis

3, figs.

Berry

4-7

polymorphus (Lesq.)

Berry,

Bell--Geol.

Survey

Canada Memoir 293, P• 35.
Discussion.--This
taceous

floras

where nearly

species

has been collected

in North America.
complete leaves

It is abundant in the Blackhawk Flora,

petiole

in general

are generally

are entire,

to

variable.

A short

The margin is most often undulate

whereas others

the Blackhawk specimens is parallel,
Figured

oblong-obvate

but are quite

outline,

0.2 cm. wide is present.

some phylloclades

up to 15 cm. long and 5 cm.

or phylloclades

wide are common. The phylloclades
oblong-lanceolate

in many of the Upper Cre-

are toothed.

similar

to that

Venation

but
in

in Ginkg2•

Specimens.--BYU 1531, 1532, 1533, 1534.
Class Angiospermae
Palmae
Geonomites imperialis

(Dawson) Bell·

Pl. 4, figs.

1957 Geonomites imperialis
P• 37, .Pl. 22, fig.

3-5

(Dawson) Bell--Geol.

5; pl. 23, fig.

2; pl. 24, fig.

Description.--Leaves

large,

leaf

Rachis at base of leaf

oblong-obvate.

a few millimeters

2 meters

Surv. Canada Mem. 293,

3•

long, 0.6 meters wide.

Outline

is 3 cm. wide, tapering

at apex, longitudinally.striated.

Petiole

of
to

unarmed,
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from 0.5 meters
to

Base of petiole

to 0.7 meters long.

17 cm. near the stem, sheath-like

Discussion.--An
Canyon.
sandstone

cliff

plant

it was on the undersurface

collected

attachment

Other features

of this

with no means of removing it.

specimen thus far
petiole

on stem.

almost complete leaf

Unfortunately,

in any flora.

to blade,

of this

and petiole

species

broadens abruptly

was seen in Salina
of an overhanging

This is the most complete

Its

general

size,

outline,

sheath are described

as discussed

by Bell

above.

(1957, p. 37) are:

.Rays, 8 to 27 mm. broad, all united so far as known, although some
specimens show distal splints,
separated from one another by narrower sinus, marked by prominent median carina, at wide angle to
rachis near base of frond, about 30 degrees in middle part and 10
to 15 degrees at summit, contracting
slightly
to a decurrent or
semi-sheathing
attachment to sides and upper surface of rachis.
Veins, parallel
generally about 0.3 to 0.75 mm. apart, with 3 or 4
close intermediate
vein-like
striae between them.
p. 54) incorrectly

Brown (1962,

synonomy with Sabal imoeriales.
of both plants
first
leaf

are similar,

difference

tapering

rachis

or decurrent
leaf,

there

of£•

imperialis.

divergence

difference

are several

of the lower-most rays of the

is the gradually

making the former species

rachis
pinnate,

palmate.
Figured

Specimens.--BYU

1535, 1536, 1537.

more abruptly
is the unbending

Q. imperialis

of. the rays of§.

tapering,

linear

The

through the 1.5 meter

Another difference

divergence

in

of the rays

major differences.

of the rachis

compared to a lanceolate-deltoid

imperialis,

protion

compared to the shorter,

compared with the reflexed

A third
ialis

Although the distal

is the continuation

blade of Q.:..imperialis,

placed Geonomites imperialis

rachis

imperialis.
of Q. imper-

in the leaf base of§.
while the latter

is
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Sabalites

montanus (Knowlton) Dorf

5, fig.

Pl.

1916 Sabalites
91,

P•

1917

granus Lesquere~x,

Berry--U.

S. Geol. Survey Prof.

Paper

178.
Sabal montanus Knowlton--U.

pl. 32, fig.
P• 47, pl.

montanus (Knowlton) Dorf--Carnegie

3, fig.

Discussion.--A

Paper 101, p. 25~

portion

of a small Sabalites

Wash. Pub. 508,

montanus leaf was collected

This specimen is palmate,

with numerous rays,

parallel

Inst.

2.

in the Blackhawk Formation.
in diameter

S. Geol. Survey Prof.

3.

1942 Sabalites

several

5

0.5 to 1 cm. wide.

probably

1 meter

The rays contain

veins.

No petiole

could be seen on the Blackhawk specimen, but Berry

(1916, p. 178) says it is long, stout,

unarmed, and enlarged

base of the leaf.

into

The petiole

extends

the leaf

at the

0.6 cm. as a del-

toid rachis.
Figured

Specimen.--BYU 1538.
Fagaceae
Dryopbyllum subfalcatum
Pl.

1937. Dryophyllum subfalcatum
Prof.

Paper 186-J,

5, figs.

Lesquereux

3, 4, 6

Lesquereux,

Brown--U. S~ Geol. Survey

Lesquereux,

Dorf--Carnegie

p. 163-206.

1942 Dryophyllum subfalcatum

Inst.

Wash.

Pub. 508, p. 1-168.
Discussion.~-This

species

is one of the domina..~ts of the Blackhawk Flora

and of other Upper Cretaceous

floras

of the western United States.

The
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leaves

8 to 14 cm. in length and 1.5 to 3 cm. wide, with

are lanceolate,

an acute

apex and base.

is serrate

The margin is usually

in the upper two thirds

nuous to the apex.

The petiole
species
fruits

and may actually

at about 30 degrees

This leaf

is similar

species

of the late

from

to several

Quercus

have collected

to confirm it as an oak.

Bro~n (1937) and Dorf (1942) consider
index fossil

but

The midvein is conti-

be one, but no investigators

with this

at the base,

vein about 0.2 cm. from the margin.

is 2 cm. in length.

associated

of the blade.

Secondary veins diverge

the midvein and form a marginal

entire

Cretaceous,

this

species

a valuable

since it is well defined,

spread,

and usually

Figured

Specimens.--BYU 1539, 1540, 1541.

wide-

abundant.

Juglandaceae
Juglans

similis

Knowlton

Pl. 5, fig.
1917
P•

Juglans

similis

255, pl. 36, fig.

1925 Juglans

similis

Knowlton--U.

2

S. Geol. Survey Prof.

Paper 101,

2.
Knowlton, Berry--U.

S. Geol. Survey Prof.

Paper

136, p. 39.
Description.--Leaflet

ovate-lanceolate,

upper portion

prolonged

widge-shaped;

margin entire.

secondary
close

veing 9 pairs,

to margin.

length

into an accuminate

thin,

9.5 cm., width 4.0 cm.;

apex or drip point;

Midvein straight,
alternate,

curving

extending

base,

to the apex;

upward, extending

Finer veins not preserved.

Discussion.--Secondary

veins

in some specimens described

(1917, P• 255) are comptodrome, curving

by Knowlton

to near the margin of the leaf

32
to join

the secondary vein immediately
Lack of a petiole

possible

sessile

nature

above.

on the Salina

Canyon specimen could suggest a

of the leaflets

on the rachis

of the compound

leaf.
As far as can be determined,
Salina

Canyon is the third

Figured

the occurrence

such occurrence

of this

in strata

species

in

of any age.

Specimen.--BYU 1542.
Lauraceae
Cinnamomumsezannense Watelet
Pl. 6, figs.

1925 Cinnamomumnewberri Berry--U.
P• 75, pl.

1, 2

S. Geol. Survey Prof.

Paper 136,

16.

1962 Cinnamomumsezannense Watelet,

Brown--U.

s.

Geol. Survey Prof.

Paper 375, p. 66, pl. 66.
Discussion.--Several
ted in Salina

incomplete

Canyon.

two are intermediate
are a few secondary

with entire

of this

They are characterized

species

have been collec-

by the primary vein com-

into 5 veins near the base of the blade,

monly dividing

upper portion

leaves

between the marginal
veins that

of the blade.
margins.

diverge

and the other

vein and the midvein.

There

from these primary veins

in the

The leaves are ovate to elliptic

in shape,

The apex is acute and the base is broad but

narrows at the petiole.
Brown (1962, p. 66) mentions
any cinnamon plants

existed

the Western United States,
opposite,

entire

there

is no positive

in the Cretaceous
but he cites

cinnamon-like

leaves

or Tertiary

two discoveries
attached

proof that
periods

in

of twigs with

which appear to be
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definately

cinnamon.
These leaves

Paris

Basin,

ages,

including

were originally

but since

described

from the Eocene of the

then, many have been collected

the Upper Cretaceous

from different

period over widely separated

areas.

Berry (1925, P• 75) says:_
botanist that this great range
It must be obvious to any rational
in time can scarcely represent a single botanic species.
I regard
this statement as self-evident,
and yet I can discern no criteria
except stratigraphic
for specific segregation.
Cinnamomumleaves
are notoriously
variable both in existing and in extinct floras •••
Brown (1962, p. 66) further
developed

to recognize

best for descriptive
single

points

consistant
purposes

out that until
differences

to regard

a workable method is

in these

fossils,

the specimens as variants

it seems
of a

species.

Figured

Specimens.--BYU

1543, 1544•
Magnoliaceae
Magnolia ampifolia
Pl. 5, fig.

-

-

Heer
1

1892 Magnolia ampifolia

Heer, Lesquereux--U.

17, p. 200, pl.

3.

24, fig.

1930 Magnolia arnpifolia

Heer, Hollick--U.

159, P• 79, pl. 44, fig.

2.

1906 Magnolia ampifolia

Heer, Hollick--U.

P•

65, pl. 18, fig.

Description.--Leaf
thick,
site,
acute.

S. Geol. Survey Prof.

Paper

S. Geol. Survey Monograph 50,

1.
coriaceous,

curved at apex.

large,

0.7 cm. long.

5 cm. wide.

10 cm. long,

Secondary veins,

much curved toward the margin.
Petiole

S. Geol. Survey Monograph

9 pairs,

alternate

Margin entire.

Midvein

to suboppo-

Apex and base
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Discussion.--This

species

in 1869, but its

was described

occurrance

has been !are

America it has been collected
New England,

from European specimens by Heer
though widespread.

from Cretaceous

rocks in Alaska,

In North
Kansas,

and now Utah.

Lesquereux
apex as additional

(1892, p. 200) regarded
distinguishing

the thick midvein and curved

features,

both of which are well

shown in the Blackhawk specimen.

The apex of this

leaf

forms a drip point.

Figured Specimen.--BYU 1545.
Menispermaceae
Menispermum dauricumoides
Pl.

1957 Menispermum dauricumoides
P• 46, pl.

33, fig.

Description.--The

6, fig.

original

4

Bell--Geol.

6; pl. 34, figs.

Bell

Su.rv. of Canada, Mem. 293,

1, 3.

description

(Bell,

1957) is as follows:

Leaf, peltate,
dentate-lobate,
sub-pentagonal
to sub-hexagonal in
general outline,
5 to 9 cm. across, with commonly 5 or 6 principal,
triangular,
bluntly pointed lobes, between which may be an interVenation palmate from an excentric
mediate shorter love -0r crena.
petiolar
area of attachment,
1.5 to 2.0 mm. diameter.
Discussion.--The
entering

upper portion

a lobe and extending

the longest,
is smaller,
posteriorly.

to the margin.

and in the largest

lobe.

Secondary and tertiary
secondaries

ing small intermediate

primary veins each

The central

The lower portion

having 3 to 5 primary veins

p. 46) says that

work.

of the blade has three

extending

subopposite

lobes while the tertiary

of the blade

to lobes laterally

veins are obscure,

are often

vein is usuaJ.v.

but Bell

or alternate,

and

(1957,
enter-

veins form a loose net-

The Mesaverde specimens have seven primary veins and a leaf dia-

meter of 6.5 cm.
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This species

is one of two peltate

making it very distinctive
present

collection

types in the collection,

and easy to identify.

from only two specimens from the Blackhawk beds.

The only other known occurrence

of this

species

Western Canada, where it was also comparatively
These leaves

were named after

their

the modern Menispermum dauricum of Asia,
blance
Figured

It is known in the

to the living

is the type locality

in

rare.

very close

resemblance

to.

but also has a close resem-

form Menispermum canadense of North America.

Specimen.--BYU 1546.
Moraceae
Ficus glasconea

1esquereux

Pl. 6, fig.

1892 Ficus glasconea

Lesquereux--U.

p. 76, pl.

1,2.

XIII,

fig.

5

S. Geel. Survey, Monograph 17,

1963 Ficus glasconea Lesquereux, Bell--Geol.
94, P• 33, pl, XIV, fig.
Discussion.--Only
Lesquereux
. size, shape,

has been collected

This is the third
occurrences

7; pl. XXI, fig. 4.

the lower half

and thick

leaves

from British
of this

species

of the specie&

the two previous

Columbia and Kansas.
have bluntly

vein.

secondary veins which unite

pointed

Bell (1963,
apices.

near the margin

Leaves of this genus have been reported

20 cm. in length.
Figured

descriptions

but its

(1892, p. 76) and Bell ,1963, p. 33) both mention

subparallel,

to form a marginal

to Ficus glasconea

from the Blackhawk Formation,

area where it has been collected,

Lesquereux
the numerous,

of one leaf assigned

midvein match previous

were ~eported

P• 33) says that

Survey of Canada Bulletin

specimen.--BYU 1547.

to be
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Ficus

planicostata

7, figs.

Pl.
1878

Ficus

planicostata
31, figs.

1917

planicostata

Prof.

Paper 101, p. 303, pl.

1922

Ficus

1-8,

planicostata

Description.--Leaf

Apex acute.

,diverging

at 30 to

size

Knowlton--U.

Knowlton--U.

large,

Secondary

p. 62, pl.

pinnate,

Tertiary

veins

epidermal

surface
cell

26, figs.

cm. wide,
alternate,

often

to the margin.

of the upper leaf

showing the general

S. Geol. Survey

S. Geol. Survey Prof.

cm. long,

veins

or extending

and shape is similar

7,

3.

Lesquereux--Brown,

45 degrees.

Discussion.--Cuticle

Rept.

3.

10, fig.

the secondaries

species

76, fig.

coriaceous,

unequal.

ting

(Lesq.)

magnifolia

planicostata

S. Geol. Survey Terr.

10-12.

clintoni

Paper 130, P• 133, pl.
Ficus

1, 2

Lesquereux--U.

p. 201, pl.

1962

Lesquereux

1-8.

ovate,

4-5 pairs,

parallel,

connec-

Margin entire.
was found from this

outline.

to modern lt'icus elastica.

The general

cell

No stoma could be

seen.
This is one of the leaves
point,

characteristic

that

of many Ficus

exhibits

a well-defined

dripping

species.

£1igµred Specimen.--BYU 1548.
Ficus

puryearensis
Pl.

1916

Ficus

pllEYearensis

Paper 91, p. 207, pl.
Description.--Leaf
wide.

var.

28, fig.

7, figs.
elongata

elongata

Berry

3, 5
Berry--U.

S. Geol. Survey Prof.

4.

oblong-lanceolate,

Apex accuminate,

var.

base narrowly

10 to 15 cm. long,
cu.neate.

3 to· 5 cm.

Margin entire.

Midvein

thick

extending

to apex.

tic pattern

secondary venation

a more narrow,

of

diverging

of these leaves

of loops formed by the joining

Since many leaves

sis Berry,

thin,

from the mid-

camptodrome midway.between the midvei~ and margin.

rib at 60 degrees,
Discussion.--The

Secondary veins

consistantly

forms a characteris-

were more elongate

cuneate base than the average leaves

Berry (1916, p. 206) suggested

E• Euryearensis;

hence,

7, fig.

of the veins (pl.

that

5).

and exhibited

of Ficus puryearen-

they be made a subspecies

the name Ficus puryearensis

var.

elongata.

Figured Specimen.--BYU 1549.
Myricaceae
Myrtophyllum torreyi

Dorf

6, fig. 9

Pl.
1942 Myrtophyllum torreyi

(Lesquereux)

(Lesq.)

Dorf--Carnegie

Inst.

Wash. Pub 508,

P• 146.

1942 Myrica torreyi
pl.

4, figs.

(Lesq.)

Dorf--Carnegie

1-3•

1962 Myrtophyllum torreyi
Paper 375, P• 83, pl.
Discussion.--Several
been collected

(Lesq.)

50, figs.
fragments

Dorf, Brown--U. S. Geol. Survey Prof.

1-4, 7-9.
of this

narrowly

Blackhawk leaves

of a prominant midvein,

spaced secondary veins,

and the abundant,

leaf have

Canyon.

The apex

but the presence

in the

numerous inconspicuous,
five marginal

serrations

closely
are

of Myrtophyllum torreyi.

This leaf
Cretaceous

lanceolate

in the Blackhawk Formation of Salina

and base of the leaf have not been uncovered,

characteristic

Wash. Pub. 508, p. 9,

Inst.

floras

is usually

one of the abundant plants

of the Western United States,

in the Upper

but in the Blackhawk

·
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blora it is rare.

Dorf (1942, p. 50) says this

1

index fossil

of the late

specimens from the Paleocene

Figured

Specimen.--BYU 1550.

is an important

however, Brown (1962) collected

Cretaceous;

several

species

of Wyoming and Montana.

Nymphaeaceae
Nymphaeites dawsonii

(Rollick)

Pl. 6, fig.

1942 Nymphaeites dawsonii (Hallick)
508, p. 142, pl. 10, figs.
Description~--Leaf
arise

from the margin.
Discussion.--Two

Inst.

of Wash. Pub.

About 22 secondary veins

attachment,

dividing

once about 0.3 cm.

Margin entire.
specimens of this

Canyon localities

present

in the flora.

species

and represent

have been collected

one of the three

It has been previously

and many other Upper Cretaceous

Figured

Dorf--Carnegie

2 cm. across.

of petiole

Salina

deposits

3

6-8.

peltate,

from the point

Dorf

of Paleocene

or later

floras,

from

aquatic

species

found in the Mesaverde

but has not been reported

in

ages.

Specimen.--BYU 1551.
Papilionaceae
Dalbergia

prewilcoxiana
Pl.

1925 Dalbergia

prewilcoxiana

P• 59, pl. 11, fig.
Description.--Leaf
ovate,

slightly

entire

to slightly

7, fig.

Berry--U.

(?) Berry.

6
S. Geol. Survey Prof.

Paper 136,

5.
small,

1.6 cm. in length,

inequilateral
undulate.

at base,

0.7 cm. wide, narrowly

with an emarinate

apex.

Margins

Length about 1.6 cm.; maximumwidth above
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the middle,
ries

thin,

pair

arising

Petiole

about 0.7 cm. Midvein stout

3 to 4 pairs

that diverge

curved.

Seconda-

from midvein at acute angles,

from the top of the petiole,

one

camptodrome near margin.

0.2 cm.

Discussion.--The

presence

the second recorded

of this

occurrence

at hand matches Berry's

leaf

description,

with some reservation.

Berry's

Tennessee plants

species

from one shore to the other.

species

was collected

variations,

in the Blackhawk Formation

of this

species

leaf

and slightly

species.

author

the Cretaceous

from Utah plants

in Salina

Although the specimen

the present

l!'irst,

is

restricting

places

in this

sea separated
migration

of plant

Second, only one specimen of this

Canyon making it impossible

which may possibly

place this

to observe

specimen in another

species.
Figured

Specimen.--BYU 1552.
Salicaceae
Salix lesguereuxii
Pl. 6, figs.

1892

Salix proteaefolia

Lesquereux--U.

Berry
6-8
S. Geol. Survey Monograph 17,

P• 49•

1896

proteaefolia

graph 26, p. 66, pl.

18, figs.

1919 Salix lesguereuxii
P•

Lesquereux,

Newberry--U.

S. Geol. Survey Mono-

3, 4.

Berry--U.

S. Geol. Survey Prof.

Paper 112,

76.

Discussion.--This

species

type in North America.
Salix,

but generally

is an exceedingly

abundant Upper Cretaceous

Its form is variable,

as might be expected

it is ovate-lanceolate

in outline,

in

with an accumi-
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nate apex and an acute base.
from 1 to 2 cm. in width.
1 cm. wide.

Salix

(Newberry),

(Berry)

but may be distinquished
a longer

Upper leaf

resembles

from·itby

petiole,

cuticle

'collected

Canyon.

having a broader

from the only specimen of this

In general,

the epidermal

type when compared with modern Salix lutea.

noted in plate

6, figure

lar

structures

few living
Salix

6 that globose groups of cells

as secretory

cells.
cells

pentandra

L., Salix

Dilcher

caudata

have secretory

(Nutt.)

cells

It may be

are present.

(1963) interpreted

in a study of fossil

members of the Salicaceae

lamina,

midvein.

are of a Salix

secretory

and

Salix flexuosa

and a more stout

was isolated

in Salina

These may represent

and

The Blackhawk specimens are 6 cm. long,

lesguereuxii

more ovate shape,

species

It ranges from 6 to 12 cm. in length,

Heller,

simi-

Lauraceae.

cells,

A

including

and Populus fremontii

S. Wats.
Figured

Specimens.--BYU 1553, 1554, 1555.
Trapa paulula

(Bell)

Pl. 7, fig.

1962 Trapa paulula

(Bell)

P• 84, pl. 58, fig.

13.

Discussion.--A

rosette

long were recovered
cuneate
parallel

apecies,

and appears

attached

rosettes

small wedg-e-shaped leaves

from Salina

Canyon.

margins,

to arise

all

and short petioles.

Paper 375,

each 0.8 cm.
exhibit

broad

The venation

is

blade.

and, as Brown (1962, p. 84) mentioned,

of leaves

to a thick vertical

The leaves

from the base of the leaf

This was a water plant
had floating

4

Brown--U. S. Geol. Survey Prof.

of three

entire

Brovm

and filiform

stem.

submerged foilage

both

The Blackhawk specimen has three

of

the four leaves

of a floating

rosette.

or slowly moving shallow body of fresh
Figured

Specimen.--BYU

1556.

This species
water.

represents

a quiet
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Explanation
Equisetum,

Fig. 1.--Eguisetum

sp.

of Plate

1

Osmunda, Allantodiopsis,
Sterile

aerial

Saccoloma

stem. (lX).

BYU1513.

Fig.

2. --Osmunda hollickii
BYU 1516.

Knowlton.

Portion

of steril

frond,

(lX).

Fig.

3.--0smunda hollickii
BYU1517.

Knowlton.

Portion

of steril

frond,

(lX).

Fig.

4.--0smunda
( 3X).

Knowlton.

Drawing of pinnule

Fig.

5.--Allantodiopsis
erosa (Lesq.) Knowlton and Maxon.
steril
pinnule.
(lX). BYU 1514.

Fig.

6.--Allantodiopsis
erosa (Lesq.) Knwolton and Maxon. Drawing of
portion of pinnule showing non-anastomosing venation.
(2X).

Fig.

7.--Saccoloma gardneri (Lesq.) Knowlton. Drawing of portion
pinnule showing anastomosing venation.
(2X).

Fig.

8.--Saccoloma

Fig.

9.--Allantodiopsis
(Lesq.) Knowlton and Maxon.
serrate margin of pinnule.
(lX).

Fig.

10.--Saccoloma gardneri (Lesq.) Knowlton. Fertile
pinnule showing
marginal sori.
Taken from Knowlton, 1930, pl. 3, fig. 8.
(2X).

Fig.

11.--Saccoloma gardneri (Lesq.) Knowlton. Drawing of thickened
margin which may be immature marginal sari.
(3X).

hollickii

BYU1515.

ga~dneri

(Lesq.)

Knowlton.

Portion

and venation.
Fragment of

of

of pinnule.

(lX).

Drawing of

42

2

6
5

9

10
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Explanation
Araucaria,
(Lesq.)

2

Sequoia

Fig.

1.--Araucaria

Fig.

2.--Araucaria
longifolia
(Lesq.) Brown. Fossil cuticle with guard
cells and stoma from specimen illustrated
in fig. 1. BYU 1520.

Fig.

3.--Araucaria
excelsa
cells and stoma.

Fig.

4.--Araucaria
longifolia
(Lesq.)
scars.
(lX).
BYU 1519.

Fig.

5.--Sequoia

affinis

Lesquereux.

Leafy twig.

(lX).

BYU1525.

Fig. 6.--Seguoia

affinis

Lesquereu.x.

Leafy twig.

(lX).

BYU 1526.

Fig.

affinis

Lesquereux.

Leafy twig.

(lX).

BYU 152'(.

7.--Seguoia

longifolia

of Plate

Bro~n.

(Lamb.) R. Br.
BYU1521.

Stem tip.

Modern cuticle

Brown.

(lX).

BYU 1518.

showing guard

Twig with leaves

and leaf
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Explanation
Sequoia,

of Plate

Protophyllocladus,

3
Ginkgo

Fig.

1.--Seguoia

affinis

Lesquereux.

Fossil

cuticle.

Fig.

2.--Sequoia
1529.

affinis

Lesquereux.

Fossil

cuticle

Fig.

3._--Seguoia sempervirens
BYU 1530.

(Lamb.) Endl.

BYU1528.
and stoma.

Modern cuticle

BYU

and stoma.

Fig. 4.--Protophyllocladus
nolymorphus (Lesq.)
phylloclade.
(lX).
BYU 1531.

Berry.

Upper portion

Fig.

5.--Proto
lX.

llocladu.s
BYU1532.

polymorphus (Lesq.)

Berry.

Phylloclade.

Fig.

6.--Protophyllocladus
(lX).
BYU 1533.

Bolymorphus (Lesq.)

Berry.

Phylloclade.

Fig.

7o--Protophyllocladus
(lX).
BYU1534•

polymorphus (Lesq.)

Berry.

Phylloclade.

Fig. 8.--Ginkgo laramiensis
BYU 1522.

(?) Ward.

Deeply lobed leaf.

(lX).

of

5

6

47

Explanation

of Plate

4

Ginkgo, Geonomites
laramiensis

(?) Ward.

Lobed leaf.

Fig.

1.--Ginkgo

Fig.

2.--Ginkgo laramiensis
(?) Ward. Fossil cuticle
the epidermal cells, from specimen illustrated
1524.

Fig.

3---Geonomites

Fig.

4.--Geonomites imuerialis
portion of petiole.

Fig.

5.--Geonomites
BYU 1537•

BYU1535.

irn:eerialis

imEerialis

(Dawson) Bell.

(lX).

Portion

with the shape of
in fig. 1. BYU
of leaf.

(Dawson) Bell.
Lower portion
(½X)• BYU1536.
(Dawson) Bell.

Portion

BYU1523.

(lX).

of leaf with

of leaf.

(¼x).
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Explanation
Magnolia,

Juglans,

of Plate

Dryophyllum,

5
Sabalites

Fig.

1.--Magnolia

Fig.

2.--Juglans
1542.

Fig.

3.--Dryophyllum subfalcatum Lesquereux.
Middle portion
with serrate margin.
(lX). BYU1539.

Fig.

4.--Dryophyllum
1540.

Fig.

5.--Sabalites

Fig.

6.--pryop4yllum
subfalcatum
(IX). BYU1541.

1545.

(lX).

ampifolia
similis

Heer.

Leaf with drip point.

Knowlton.

subfalcatum

(lX).

Leaf with drip point.

Lesquereux.

montanus (Knowlton) Dorf.

BYU153~-

Lesquereux.

Leaf apex.
Lower portion

BYU

(lX).

BYU

of a leaf

(lX).

BYU

of leaf.

Nearly complete leaf.

50

2

..
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Explanation

of Plate

6

Cinnamomum, Nymphaeites, :Menispermum,
Ficus, Salix, Myrtophyllu.m
Fig.

1.--Cinnamomum sezannense Watelet.
petiole.
(lX).
BYU1543•

Lower portion

of leaf

with

Fig.

2.--Cinnamomum sezannense Watelet.
(IX). BYU1544•
petiole.

Lower portion

of leaf

with

Fig. 3. 7 -Nymphaeites
BYU 1551.

dawsonii

(Rollick)

Fig. 4.--Menispermum dauricumoides
1546.
Fig. 5.--Ficus
thick

glasconea
midvein.

Dorf.

Bell.

Peltate

Peltate

Lesquereux.
Lower portion
(lX).
BYU1547.

leaf.

leaf~

(2X).

(lX).

of leaf

BYU

showing

Fig. 6.--Salix
lesguereuxii
Berry.
Fossil cuticle showing shape of
epidermal cells and possible globasesecretory
cells.
BYU1553.
Fig.

7.--Salix
lesguereuxii
1554.

Berry.

Lower portion

Fig.

8.--~

Berry.

Complete leaf.

Fig.

lesguereuxii

-"-';;...;..;a.=.~l~l~um~
torreyi (Lesq.)
lX • BYU1550.

Dorf.

of leaf.
(lX).

Lower portion

(lX).

BYU

BYU1555.
of serrate

52
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Explanation
Ficus,
Fig.

1.--Ficus

Fig.

planicostata

of Plate

7

Trapa

Lesquereux.

Thick leaf.

2.--Ficus planicostata
of epidermal cells

Lesquereux.
and veins.

Fossil

Fig.

3.--Ficus

puryearensis

var.

Fig.

4.--Trapa

paulula

Fig.

5---Ficus puryearensis
var. elongata Berry.
fig. 3 showing anastomosing venation.

BYU1549•
BYU1556.

(Bell)

elongata

Brown.

Berry.

Portions

cuticle

(lX).

BYU1548.

showing shape

Complete leaf.
of three

leaves.

Enlarged

portion

(lX).
(3X).
of

54
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ABSTRACT
A well-preserved

flora

has been collected

ceous Blackhawk Formation near Salina,
the Mesaverde Group and consists

Utah.

Eguisetum sp.,
gardneri,

polymorphus,
tanus,

Sequoia affinis,

Magnolia ampifolia,
planicostata,

Juglans

similis,

Ficus puryearensis
Dalbergia

Saccoloma

Sabalites

!!!.Q!!.-

Cinnamomumsezannense,
Ficus glasconea,

elongata,

var.

species:

Protophyllocladus

Geonomites imperialis,

Menispermum dauricumoides,

Nymphaeites dawsonii,

erosa,

Ginkgo laramiensis,

Dryop~yllum subfalcatum,

deposited

sea.

Allantodiopsis

longifolia,

is part of

sediments

is comprised of the following

Osmunda hollickii,

Araucaria

This formation

mostly of deltaic

along the western margin of a Cretaceous
The Blackhawk Flora

from the Upper Creta-

Ficus

M.yrtophyllum torreyi,

(?) prewilcoxiana,

Salix lesauereu.xii,

and Trapa paulula.
Two independent
conditions

that

existed

study was an analysis
of modern leaves
mined that

the fossil

ters

thick

texture,

possessed

were used to determine

when the Blackhawk Flora
of tho fossil

whose climatic

a high percentage
tion,

studies

was living.

leaf features

requirements

the climatic

compared with features

are known.

It was deter-

leaves of the woody dicotyledonous

of entire
large

margins,
size,

by modern floras

pinnate

and dripping
living

second study was of the distribution

The first

venation,
points.

species

simple organizaThese are charac-

in warm, humid climates.
of the nearest

exhibit

living

The

relatives

of

